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Classical nonlocal field models consisting of probability densities over functions defined every-
where on Minkowski space are constructed, using functional methods. These models are equivalent
to states of the quantized real Klein-Gordon field in the sense that the marginal probability density
over real functions defined everywhere on a 3-dimensional hyperplane S is equal, at all times and
for all Lorentz boosts, to the probability density over real functions on S that is given by states of




This paper takes a relativistically local classical model
for quantum eld theory not to be possible. Obviously
we then have the choice of abandoning classical models or
considering what relativistically nonlocal classical mod-
els are possible. We will here construct classical probabil-
ity measures over a classical eld dened everywhere on
Minkowski space that preserve relativistic signal locality
and are relativistically covariant despite being relativis-
tically nonlocal.
We will adopt an interpretation of quantum eld theo-
ries as quantizations of eld theories in the rst instance,
rather than as second quantized particle theories; the
emergence of particles is taken as secondary. In this pa-
per we will not discuss, at all, what particle properties
the quantized real Klein-Gordon eld (which we will ab-
breviate to QKG) may have. We will reproduce all eld
conguration observables of QKG at a single time and all
combinations of such eld observables at space-like sep-
aration, but we will not reproduce any eld momentum
observables or combinations of eld conguration observ-
ables which do not commute because they are at time-
like separation. The Kochen-Specker paradox prevents
a classical model reproducing states over the quantum
algebra of observables of QKG in every detail.
The formal equivalence of the classical nonlocal mod-
els constructed here with states of QKG is in the sense
that the marginal probability density over real functions
dened everywhere on a 3-dimensional hyperplane S is
equal, at all times and for all Lorentz boosts, to the prob-
ability density over real functions on S that is given by
states of QKG. If QKG were adequate to describe classi-
cal objects (which it is not | interactions are essential),
this formal equivalence would be empirically adequate,
since then eld observables alone would be adequate to
describe essentially classical objects such as instrument
pointers which are part of the larger quantum systems
that also include measurement devices.
Sections 2, 3, and 4 of this paper respectively construct
the classical nonlocal models that are the subject of this
paper, describe the nonlocality, and conclude.
II. CLASSICAL MODELS FOR QKG STATES
Following Itzykson and Zuber [1], p119, for the vacuum
state of QKG, with Hamiltonian∫
1
2
fp^i + (rφ^)2 + m2φ^2gd3x,




























where φ^f = a
y
f + af in terms of smeared creation and















For the state ayg j0i, the probability density for values of


































The same method can be applied in a functional way to
obtain probability density functionals for functions on a
space-like hyperplane S, with the usual reservation that
we must understand \function" in a distributional sense,
rst for the vacuum,
























































where g+(x) is a complex hyperplane dependent projec-









In general, quantum states in the Fock space of QKG will
always result in the vacuum probability density ρ0[v] mul-
tiplied by a product of polynomial and linear exponential
terms in
∫
gi+(x)v(x)d3x, for a countable set of functions
gi. The exponential quadratic term ρ0[v] will dominate
the polynomial and linear exponential terms. Thermal
and other states not in the Fock space will include terms
which may not necessarily be dominated by ρ0[v].
Note that Planck’s constant of action plays a similar
role in ρ0[v] to the role played by the Boltzmann energy
kT in a Gibbs probability density exp [−H [v]/kT ]. Both
determine the amplitude of fluctuations. The dierent
functional forms and physical units mean that Boltzmann
energy and Planck’s constant of action are not identical,
but they are closely analogous in their eect.
We can use a direct functional correspondence to
construct a classical model of probability densities for
functions on Minkowski space which have the same
marginal densities for every space-like hyperplane as
are described by states in QKG. Instead of taking 3-
dimensional Fourier transforms, we take 4-dimensional
Fourier transforms, a procedure we could not justify from

















































The inverse of 2piδ(kµkµ−m2)θ(k0) is in general prob-
lematic of course, because it will give an innite integral
within the exponential term above for any function w
which has o-shell components with non-zero measure.
In the above context, however, this simply ensures that
functions which have any signicant o-shell components
will have zero probability.
The marginal probability densities for 3-dimensional
functions dened everywhere on a hyperplane S are given














which extends to our functional marginal probability case
as
~ρ0[f jS] = ~ρ0[f ]jf(x)=0,x 62S,
since f(x), x 62 S are the fourier transform independent
variables corresponding to w(x), x 62 S; by construction
this is the same as the fourier transforms of the probabil-
ity densities given by QKG for the cases ρ0 and ρ1 and
for the general case of arbitrary states in QKG.
As a classical superposition of on-shell components,
we can discuss classical momentum observables, which
commute with the conguration observables common to
the classical models we have constructed and to QKG.
Having a dierent algebraic relation to conguration ob-
servables, however, the classical and QKG momentum
observables are conceptually distinct. From this classical
perspective, the main purpose of the commutation rela-
tions of quantum theory is to establish a class of (more-
or-less) thermal eld states for which Planck’s constant
is characteristic.
We have constructed classical probability densities for
functions dened on the whole of Minkowski space which
have the same marginal probability densities for func-
tions dened on any 3-dimensional hyperplane as does
QKG. The classical models they dene could be taken to
be empirically equivalent to states of QKG, if states of
QKG were sucient to describe the eectively classical
apparatus that is used to measure quantum systems.
III. NONLOCALITY
The dynamical nonlocality of the classical models we
have constructed is manifest in the nonlocal properties of
the fourier mode operator ~f(k) ! pk2 + m2 ~f(k), which
are described by Segal and Goodman [2]. This nonlocal-
ity, however, is qualitatively the same as the nonlocality
of the heat equation in classical physics, in that it has ex-
ponentially reducing eects at increasing distance, so it
is broadly acceptable as pre-relativistic classical physics.
Signal locality holds for the classical nonlocal models we
have constructed, because of the signal locality of states
of QKG, and the classical nonlocal models we have con-
structed are also described in a relativistically covariant
way, so the nonlocality should also be acceptable as post-
relativistic classical physics.
The violation of Bell inequalities is rather dierent. A
classical model constructed from a QKG model that de-
scribes an apparatus which exhibits violations of a Bell
inequality would essentially be a local beables model, in
3
Bell’s terminology [3,4], despite the above paragraph, be-
cause only on-shell fourier modes have non-zero proba-
bility. In such models, consequently, the classical \ex-
planation" for the violation has to be taken to be one
of a \conspiracy" of initial conditions, as Bell pejora-
tively describes it, but we can more equably describe it
as kinematical nonlocality in contrast to dynamical non-
locality. The step from a QKG state to a classical state is
mathematically so direct that if a QKG description of an
experiment is deemed acceptable, then so, it would seem,
should the classical equivalent be. As an interaction-free
theory, however, QKG is not adequate to describe a clas-
sical apparatus, so discussion of Bell inequalities from
the classical perspective of this paper is not yet properly
possible.
IV. CONCLUSION
The impact of this paper is solely in the realm of in-
terpretation of quantum eld theory. It does not lead
to any dramatically new mathematical methods, because
classical statistical eld theories and quantum eld the-
ories are well-known to be mathematically very closely
related. In another paper [5], I have described a way to
extend the approach of this paper to quantum electrody-
namics, which amply demonstrates the mathematically
conservative nature of the approach taken here. As far
as interpretation is concerned, however, it allows us to
understand quantum eld theory quite well in terms of
classical elds. This leaves a story still to be told about
particles, which I think must try to relate the discrete
topological properties of a classical eld to the discrete
superselection properties of a quantum eld.
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